Abstract. Text clustering is an established technique for improving quality in information retrieval, for both centralized and distributed environments. However, for highly distributed environments, such as peer-topeer networks, current clustering algorithms fail to scale. Our algorithm for peer-to-peer clustering achieves high scalability by using a probabilistic approach for assigning documents to clusters. It enables a peer to compare each of its documents only with very few selected clusters, without significant loss of clustering quality. The algorithm offers probabilistic guarantees for the correctness of each document assignment to a cluster. Extensive experimental evaluation with up to 100000 peers and 1 million documents demonstrates the scalability and effectiveness of the algorithm.
Introduction
Text clustering is widely employed for automatically structuring large document collections and enabling cluster-based information browsing, which alleviates the problem of information overflow. It is especially useful on large-scale distributed environments such as distributed digital libraries [8] and peer-to-peer (P2P) information management systems [2] , since these environments operate on significantly larger document collections. Existing P2P systems also employ text clustering to enhance information retrieval efficiency and effectiveness [11, 16] . However, these systems do not address the problem of efficient distributed clustering computation; they assume that clustering is performed on a dedicated node, and are therefore not scalable. Existing distributed and P2P clustering approaches, such as [3, 5, 7, 9] , are also limited to a small number of nodes, or to low dimensional data. Hence, a distributed clustering approach that scales to large networks and large text collections is required.
In this work we focus on text clustering for large P2P networks. We are particularly interested in systems in which the content distribution is imposed by the nature of the system, e.g., P2P desktop sharing systems [2] . We require a P2P clustering algorithm which can cluster such distributed collections effectively and efficiently, without overloading any of the participating peers, and without requiring central coordination.
A key factor to reduce network traffic for distributed clustering in these systems is to reduce the number of required comparisons between documents and clusters. Our approach achieves this by applying probabilistic pruning: Instead of considering all clusters for comparison with each document, only a few most relevant ones are taken into account. We apply this core idea to K-Means, one of the frequently used text clustering algorithms. The proposed algorithm, called Probabilistic Clustering for P2P (PCP2P), reduces the number of required comparisons by an order of magnitude, with negligible influence on clustering quality.
In the following section, we present current distributed and P2P clustering algorithms, and explain why they are not applicable for P2P text clustering. In Section 3 we introduce PCP2P, an efficient and effective P2P text clustering algorithm. We present the probabilistic analysis for PCP2P in Section 4, and show how it is parameterized to achieve a desired correctness probability. In Section 5 we verify scalability and quality of PCP2P in large experimental setups, with up to 100000 peers and 1 million documents, using real and synthetic data.
Related Work
Distributed Hash Tables. PCP2P relies on a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) infrastructure. DHTs provide efficient hash table capabilities in a P2P environment by arranging peers in the network according to a specific graph structure, usually a hypercube. DHTs offer the same functionality as their standard hash table counterparts, a put(key,value) method, which associates value with key, and a get(key) method, which returns the value associated with key. Our implementation uses Chord [15] , but any other DHT could be used as well.
Distributed Clustering. Several algorithms for parallelizing K-Means have been proposed, e.g., [4, 6] . These algorithms focus on harnessing the power of multiple nodes to speed up the clustering of large datasets. They assume a controlled network or a shared memory architecture, and therefore are not applicable for P2P, where these assumptions do not apply.
Eisenhardt et al. [5] proposed one of the first P2P clustering algorithms. The algorithm distributes K-Means computation by broadcasting the centroid information to all peers. Due to this centroid broadcasting, it cannot scale to large networks. Hsiao and King [9] avoid broadcasting by employing a DHT. Clusters are indexed in the DHT using manually selected terms. This requires extensive human interaction, and the algorithm cannot adapt to new topics.
Datta et al. [3] proposed LSP2P and USP2P, two P2P approximations of K-Means. LSP2P uses gossiping to distribute the centroids. In an evaluation with 10-dimensional data, LSP2P achieves an average misclassification error of less than 3%. However, as we show in Section 5, LSP2P fails for text clustering, because it is based on the assumption that data is uniformly distributed among the peers, i.e., each peer has at least some documents from each cluster. This assumption clearly does not hold for text collections in P2P networks. The second 
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Assign(d, cluster with max Sim) 9: end for algorithm, USP2P, uses sampling to provide probabilistic guarantees. However, the probabilistic guarantees are also based on the assumption that data is uniformly distributed among the peers. Also, USP2P requires a coordinating peer which gets easily overloaded, since it is responsible for exchanging centroids with a significant number of peers, for sampling, e.g., 500 peers out of 5500 peers.
Hammouda et al. [7] use a hierarchical topology for the coordination of KMeans computation. Clustering starts at the lowest level, and the local solutions are aggregated until the root peer of the hierarchy is reached. This algorithm has the disadvantage that clustering quality decreases noticeably for each aggregation level, because of the random grouping of peers at each level. Therefore, quality decreases significantly for large networks. The authors report a quality of less than 20% of the quality of K-Means already for 65 nodes.
PCP2P: Probabilistic Clustering for P2P
In PCP2P, a peer has up to three different roles ( Fig. 1.a.) . First, it serves as document holder, i.e., it keeps its own document collection, and it assigns its documents to clusters. Second, it participates in the underlying DHT by holding part of the distributed index. Third, a peer can be a cluster holder, i.e., maintain the centroid and document assignments for one cluster.
PCP2P consists of two parallel activities, cluster indexing and document assignment. Both activities are repeated periodically to compensate churn, and to maintain an up-to-date clustering solution. Cluster indexing is performed by the cluster holders. In regular intervals, these peers create compact cluster summaries and index them in the underlying DHT, using the most frequent cluster terms as keys. We describe this activity in Section 3.1. The second activity, document assignment, consists of two steps, preselection and full comparison. In the preselection step, the peer holding d retrieves selected cluster summaries from the DHT index, to identify the most relevant clusters (Fig. 1 .b, Line 2). Preselection already filters out most of the clusters. In the full comparison step, the peer computes similarity score estimates for d using the retrieved cluster summaries. Clusters with low similarity estimates are filtered out (Line 3, see Section 3.2 for details), and the document is sent to the few remaining cluster holders for full similarity computation (Lines 4-7). Finally, d is assigned to the cluster with highest similarity (Line 8). This two-stage filtering algorithm reduces drastically the number of full comparisons (usually less than five comparisons per document, independent of the number of clusters). At the same time, it provides probabilistic guarantees that the resulting clustering solution exhibits nearly the same quality as centralized clustering (Section 4).
Indexing of Cluster Summaries
Cluster holders are responsible for indexing summaries of the clusters in the DHT. Particularly, each cluster holder periodically recomputes its cluster centroid, using the documents assigned to the cluster at the time. It also recomputes a cluster summary and publishes it to the DHT index, using selected cluster terms as keys. As we explain later, this enables peers to identify relevant clusters for their documents efficiently. For this identification, it is sufficient to consider the most frequent terms of a cluster c as keys, i.e., all terms t with T F (t, c) ≥ CluT F min (c), where CluT F min (c) denotes the frequency threshold for c. We use T opT erms(c) to denote the set of these terms. Note that T opT erms(c) does not include stopwords; these are already removed when building the document vectors. For the rest of this section we assume that CluT F min (c) is given. Section 4 shows how a value for this threshold can be derived that satisfies the desired probabilistic guarantees.
The cluster summary includes (1) all cluster terms in T opT erms(c) and their corresponding T F values, (2) CluT F min (c), and (3) the sum of all term frequencies (the L1 norm), cluster length (the L2 norm), and dictionary size.
Load Balancing. To avoid overloading, each cluster holder selects random peers to serve as helper cluster holders, and replicates the cluster centroid to them. Their IP addresses are also included in the cluster summaries, so that peers can randomly choose a replica without going through the cluster holder. Communication between the master and helper cluster holders only occurs for updating the centroids, by exchanging the respective local centroids as in [4] . Since only one centroid needs to be transferred per helper cluster holder and only a small number of peers is involved, load balancing does not affect scalability.
Document Assignment to Clusters
Each peer is responsible of clustering its documents periodically. Clustering of a document consists of two steps: (a) the preselection step, where the most promising clusters for the document are detected, and, (b) the full comparison step, where the document is fully compared with the most promising clusters and assigned to the best one.
Preselection step. Consider a peer p which wants to cluster a document d.
where DocT F min (d) denotes a frequency threshold for d (we explain how DocT F min is derived in Section 4). For each term t in T opT erms(d), peer p performs a DHT lookup and finds the peer that holds the cluster summaries for t ( Fig. 1 .a, Step 1). It then contacts that peer directly to retrieve all summaries published using t as a key (Step 2). To avoid duplicate retrieval of summaries, p executes these requests sequentially, and includes in each request the cluster ids of all summaries already retrieved. We refer to the list of all retrieved summaries as the preselection list, denoted with C pre . The summary of the optimal cluster for d is included in C pre with high probability, as shown in Section 4.
Full comparison step. After constructing C pre , peer p progressively filters out the clusters not appropriate for the document at hand, using one of two alternative filtering strategies, as follows. Using the retrieved cluster summaries, p estimates the cosine similarities for all clusters in C pre . For the cluster with the highest similarity estimate, p sends the compressed term vector of d to the respective cluster holder for a full cosine similarity, and retrieves the similarity score ( Fig. 1.a, Step 3) . Based on this score and the employed filtering strategy, more clusters are filtered out. The process is repeated until C pre is empty. Finally, p assigns d to the cluster with the highest similarity score, and notifies the respective cluster holder (Step 4).
Filtering Strategies. We propose two different strategies to filter out clusters from C pre , (a) conservative, and (b) Zipf-based filtering. Both strategies employ the information contained in the cluster summaries to estimate the cosine similarity between the document and each candidate cluster. Let t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n denote the terms of d sorted descending by their frequency, i.e., T F (
Cosine similarity is estimated as follows.
|d| and |c| denote the L2-Norm of the document and cluster. The function f (t i , c) denotes an estimation for T F (t i , c), which is specific to the filtering strategy. We will address this function in detail in the next paragraphs.
Having estimated the cosine similarities for all clusters in C pre , PCP2P proceeds as follows. Let c max denote the cluster in C pre with the maximum estimated similarity. Peer p removes c max from the list and sends the compressed term vector of d to the cluster holder of c max , for cosine comparison. After retrieving the real cosine value Cos(d, c max ), it removes from C pre all clusters c with ECos(d, c) < Cos(d, c max ). This process is repeated, until C pre is empty. Finally, d is assigned to the cluster with the highest cosine similarity.
The key distinction between the two filtering strategies is the way they compute ECos(d, c), and, in particular, their definition of f (t i , c).
Conservative filtering. The conservative strategy computes an upper bound for cosine similarity. For the terms included in the cluster's summary, conservative strategy uses the actual cluster frequency, included in the summary. For all other terms, it progressively computes an upper bound for the term frequency in the cluster. Formally, f (t i , c) is defined as follows.
where SC is the sum of cluster frequencies for all terms included in the cluster, and ST is the sum of cluster frequencies for all terms included in T opT erms(c).
SE holds the sum of all term frequencies estimated up to now by the algorithm for c. By definition, the conservative strategy never underestimates the cosine similarity value. Therefore, this strategy always detects the best cluster. Zipf-based filtering. A more accurate similarity estimation can be derived based on the assumption that term frequencies in the cluster follow a Zipf distribution. Recall that document terms t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n are ordered descending on their frequency. We use this order to estimate the rank of terms not included in the cluster summary. Zipf-based filtering defines f (t i , c) as follows:
Cost analysis
We express cost in number of messages and transfer volume. The dominating cost is the one incurred for assigning documents to clusters, namely Cost pre + Cost f cs . Per document, this cost has the following properties: (a) it grows logarithmically with the number of peers, because DHT access cost grows logarithmically, and (b) it is independent of the size of the document collection. It also depends on |C f cs |. Our experimental evaluation (Section 5) shows that |C f cs | is on average very small, and independent of the total number of clusters k. This means that PCP2P scales to networks of large sizes, and with large numbers of documents and clusters.
Probabilistic Analysis
In the previous section, we assumed that the optimal values for CluT F min (c) and DocT F min (d) are given. We now describe how PCP2P computes these values dynamically for each cluster and document to satisfy the desired clustering quality requirements.
Our analysis uses a probabilistic document generation model [13, 14] . Briefly, the model assumes that each document belongs to a topic T , and each topic T i is described by a term probability distribution φ i (a language model). A document
P rcorrect
Desired correctness probability k Number of clusters C sol := {c1, . . . , c k } Snapshot of clusters on an ongoing clustering φi Term distribution of cluster ci T opDistr(α, φi)
The set of α terms with highest probability in φi tx [φi] The x term of distribution φi, where terms are sorted by descending probability Table 1 . Notations of length l that belongs to T i is created by randomly selecting l terms with replacement from φ i . The probability of selecting a term t is given by φ i . The analysis proceeds as follows. First, we derive probabilistic correctness guarantees for the clustering quality. Based on these guarantees, we show how PCP2P selects its parameters to minimize network cost for a required correctness probability.
Notations. P r correct denotes the desired correctness probability, i.e., the probability of each document to be assigned to the correct cluster. We use C sol := {c 1 , . . . , c k } to denote a snapshot of clusters on an ongoing clustering. Each cluster c i ∈ C sol follows the language model φ i . We use t 1 [φ i ], . . . , t n [φ i ] to denote the terms of φ i sorted by descending probabilities. Also, T opDistr(α, φ i ) denotes the set of α terms with highest probability in φ i , i.e.,
For the case of conservative filtering, a document d is assigned correctly to its optimal cluster, denoted with c opt , if c opt is detected in the preselection step and included in C pre . The probability that c opt is included in C pre is denoted with P r pre . Clearly, by setting P r pre = P r correct we satisfy the desired correctness probability. The purpose of the analysis is to find the values of CluT F min and DocT F min that satisfy P r pre .
PCP2P computes these values automatically, as follows. c opt is retrieved in the preselection step if there exists at least one term t ∈ T opDistr(α, φ i ) with T F (t, c opt ) ≥ CluT F min , and at the same time T F (t, d) ≥ DocT F min . Let P r find denote the probability that each of the terms from T opDistr(α, φ i ) has a frequency in d of at least DocT F min . With P r ind we denote the probability that each term from T opDistr(α, φ i ) has a frequency in c opt of at least CluT F min . With Eqn. 5, peers compute the proper values for P r find and P r ind , such that clustering succeeds with probability P r pre . Given these probabilities, each peer computes the proper values for DocT F min and CluT F min per document and cluster respectively, according to Eqns. 2 and 4.
The probabilistic guarantees are based on the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given a document d which follows language model φ i . The expected frequency of term t in d according to φ i is denoted withT F (t, d). For any term t withT F (t, d) > DocT F min , the probability of the actual term frequency
Furthermore, with a probability P r find the frequency of term t in d is at least
Proof The proof uses the simplified Chernoff bound for the lower tail ( [12] , p. 72), which says that for any δ > 0, the probability of the sum of N independent Poisson trials to be less than (1 − δ) × µ is less than exp(−µ × δ 2 /2). Symbol µ denotes the expected value for the sum.
We apply the bounds to find P r[T F (t, c i ) < DocT F min ] as follows. For a document d of length l and for a term t, we define binary random variables Z 1 , . . . , Z l , where Z i denotes the event that the i th term of d is t. As in most language models, we assume that terms are independent. The expected number of occurrences of t is denoted byT F (t, d) = φ i [t] × l. Then, by Chernoff bounds (lower tail):
For a given probability P r find , the minimum value of
Since DocT Fmin is a natural number, we take the floor of the RHS of expression 3 as the value of DocT Fmin.
Similarly, Theorem 2 computes the probability of a term with a given expected term frequency to have a term frequency in the cluster exceeding a given value.
Theorem 2. Given a cluster c i which follows language model φ i . The expected term frequency of term t in c i according to φ i is denoted withT F (t, c i ). For term t withT F (t, c i ) > CluT F min , the probability of the actual term frequency
2 /2). Furthermore, for a probability P r ind the term frequency of term t in c i is at least
Sketch We represent clusters as concatenations of their documents. Since we assume that all documents in cluster c i follow the same language model φ i , c i also follows φ i . The equations follow directly from Chernoff inequality, similar to Theorem 1. To compute the expected term frequencies for tx[φi], i.e., the x'th most frequent term in φi, peers use the Zipf distribution (validated, for example, in [1] for text).
Using Eqn. 4, the cluster holder of ci selects CluT Fmin such that P r[T F (tα[φi], ci) ≥ CluT Fmin] ≥ P r ind . The probability that both d and c opt have a common term with corresponding frequencies at least DocT F min and CluT F min , is at least:
Using Eqn. 5, peers set the value of DocT Fmin per document, s.t. P rpre ≥ P rcorrect. Algorithm Configuration. As in standard K-Means, the number of clusters k can be freely chosen. In addition, PCP2P allows to set the desired correctness probability P r correct . All other parameters for satisfying the required probabilistic guarantees are derived using the results of our analysis.
First, a few sampled documents are collected from the network and are used to estimate the Zipf distribution skew. The algorithm then computes the remaining parameters. By default, α is set to 5, and P r ind and P r pre are set to P r correct . As shown earlier, these probability values satisfy the desired correctness probability for conservative filtering. Each peer then computes the proper DocT F min and CluT F min per document and cluster which satisfy these probabilities. With respect to Zipf-based filtering, we offer probabilistic guarantees only for the preselection step. The above values also satisfy the probabilistic guarantees for the preselection step of Zipf-based filtering.
Experimental Evaluation
The purpose of the experiments was to evaluate PCP2P with respect to effectiveness, efficiency, and scalability. Effectiveness was evaluated based on a humangenerated classification of documents, using the two standard quality measures, entropy and purity. Additionally, we measured how well PCP2P approximates K-Means. With respect to efficiency, we measured number of messages, transfer volume, and document-cluster comparisons, for different correctness probabilities and collection characteristics. Finally, we examined scalability of PCP2P by varying the network and collection size, and the number of clusters. In the following we report average results after 10 repetitions of each experiment. Unless otherwise mentioned, we report results for 50 clusters.
As a real-world dataset, we have used the REUTERS Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1) [10] . We chose RCV1 because it is the largest collection with a classification of articles, which is necessary for evaluation of clustering. To be able to apply standard quality measures, we restricted RCV1 to all articles which belonged to exactly one class (approx. 140000 articles). To systematically examine the effect of the collection's characteristics on the algorithm, and to evaluate it with a significantly larger dataset, we also used synthetic document collections (SYNTH) with a size of 1.4 million documents each. These collections were created according to the well-accepted Probabilistic Topic Model [14] from 200 composite language models, with different term distribution skews.
We compared PCP2P with two other P2P clustering algorithms: (a) LSP2P [3] , the state-of-the-art for P2P clustering, and, (b) DKMeans, a P2P implementation of K-Means. DKMeans works like PCP2P, but without preselection and filtering, i.e., each compressed document vector is sent to all cluster holders for comparison purposes before assigned to a cluster. DKMeans was included in our experiments because it accurately simulates K-Means, i.e., it produces exactly the same results in a distributed fashion.
Evaluation Results
Clustering Quality. Figure 2 .a plots entropy of all algorithms for the RCV1 dataset (lower entropy denotes better clustering quality). The X-axis is only relevant to the two PCP2P approaches, but we also include K-Means and LSP2P results for comparison. For clarity, the Y-axis is discontinuous. For the reported experiments we have used a network of 10000 peers, with 20% churn. Note that network size has no effect on the quality of PCP2P and DKMeans. We see that both PCP2P filtering strategies achieve nearly the same clustering quality as K-Means. On the other hand, LSP2P, the current state-of-the-art in P2P clustering, converges to a significantly worse clustering solution, even for a moderate networks of 10000 peers. LSP2P fails because it is based on the assumption that each peer has at least some documents from each cluster, which is unsatisfiable with respect to text clustering 3 . Concerning the PCP2P variants, conservative filtering yields the best (lowest) entropy and the best (highest) purity, as expected. Zipf-based filtering shows comparable results. The same outcome is observed with respect to purity: K-Means has a purity of 0.645, and the maximum relative difference between PCP2P and K-Means is less than 1%. LSP2P has an average purity of 0.29, which shows insufficient clustering quality. Since LSP2P fails to produce a clustering solution of comparable quality with PCP2P and K-Means, we do not include it in our further experiments.
To evaluate the effect of document collection size on clustering quality, we repeated the experiment with the SYNTH collection, varying the number of documents between 100000 and 1 million. The SYNTH collection was generated as explained earlier, with a term distribution skew of 1.0 [17] . Figure 2 .b plots entropy in correlation to the number of documents, using correctness probability P r correct = 0.9. We see that for PCP2P, entropy remains very close to the entropy 3 Note that we reproduced the good results of LSP2P on a smaller network with a 10-dimensional dataset, as reported in [3] . achieved by K-Means, even for the largest collection with one million documents. The same applies for purity. This confirms that quality of PCP2P is not affected by collection size. We also see that for collections with high term distribution skews (1.0 in this experiment, compared to 0.55 for the RCV1 collection), Zipfbased filtering is nearly as effective as conservative filtering.
Approximation quality. In addition to the standard quality measures, we also counted the number of documents that PCP2P assigned to a different cluster than K-Means after each clustering round. Fig. 2 .c plots the percentage of misclustered documents for different values of P r correct . As expected, conservative yields the best approximation, with less than 4% misclusterings even for P rcorrect = 0.8. Zipf-based PCP2P is also very accurate. We also see that the actual number of misclustered documents for PCP2P is always better than the probabilistic guarantees, since guarantees refer to upper bounds for number of errors.
Efficiency. We used PCP2P and DKMeans to cluster the RCV1 collection in a network of 100000 peers, with 20% churn. We did not include LSP2P here, since it fails with respect to quality, as already shown. Figure 3 .a shows the number of messages required to perform one clustering iteration in correlation to P r correct . The plot also includes DKMeans cost as reference. We see that the two PCP2P variants generate significantly fewer messages than DKMeans. Also, as expected, Zipf-based filtering is more efficient than conservative filtering. For P r correct < 0.9, Zipf-based filtering requires an order of magnitude less messages than DKMeans, and conservative filtering requires less than 20% of the messages. The reason for the significantly better performance of PCP2P compared to DKMeans is that it reduces the number of document-cluster comparisons. Conservative filtering requires less than 20% of the comparisons of DKMeans in all setups, whereas Zipf requires less than 1%. Therefore, documents are sent over the network fewer times. Regarding transfer volume, conservative filtering requires less than 22% of the respective transfer volume of DKMeans, whereas Zipf-based filtering requires around 5%.
Scalability. We evaluated scalability of PCP2P with respect to network size, number of documents, and number of clusters. Figure 3 .b shows the cost for different network sizes. The cost for PCP2P increases only logarithmically with network size, while cost for DKMeans increases linearly. This behavior is expected, because the only factor changing with network size for PCP2P is the DHT access cost, which grows logarithmically. The same behavior is observed with respect to transfer volume. We do not show quality measures, because they are independent of the network size. Our experimental results also confirmed that PCP2P scales linearly with collection size, as shown in Section 3.3. We repeated the clustering of RCV1 with 25 and 100 clusters, on a network of 100000 peers. Table 2 summarizes the results. Both PCP2P filtering strategies scale well with the number of clusters. In fact, network savings of PCP2P grow with the number of clusters, compared to DKMeans. Regarding entropy, the relative difference between PCP2P variants and DKMeans is stable. The same is observed regarding purity (not included in the table). Summarizing, PCP2P approximation quality is independent of the number of clusters, but PCP2P cost savings become even higher for a larger number of clusters.
Influence of Term Distribution Skew. PCP2P relies on the fact that term frequencies follow a Zipf distribution. Although it is accepted that document collections follow Zipf distribution, different document collections exhibit different distribution skews [1] . For example, the RCV1 collection used in our experiments has a skew of 0.55, while values reported in the literature for other text collections are around 1.0 [1, 17] . To evaluate the influence of the skew on PCP2P, we used SYNTH collections generated with different Zipf skew factors, between 0.5 and 1.1. We do not present details with respect to quality, because the quality of PCP2P was always high and unaffected by the skew factor. Figure 3 .c displays the execution costs in number of messages, for a varying distribution skew, and for P r correct = 0.9. To achieve the same quality level, PCP2P cost is significantly lower for higher skews. This behavior is expected: with higher skews PCP2P needs to perform fewer document-cluster comparisons for satisfying the probabilistic guarantees. For commonly reported skew values (around 1.0), the number of messages is reduced by an order of magnitude. But even for a skew as low as 0.5, the cost of both PCP2P variants is significantly lower than the cost of DKMeans.
Summary. The results confirm that PCP2P closely approximates the optimal quality achieved by K-Means and DKMeans, as predicted by the theoretical analysis. With respect to network cost, both PCP2P variants scale favorably with number of documents, number of peers and number of clusters, and they outperform their competitive algorithm by an order of magnitude.
Conclusions
We presented PCP2P, the first scalable P2P text clustering algorithm. PCP2P achieves a clustering quality comparable to standard K-Means, while reducing communication costs by an order of magnitude. We provided a probabilistic analysis for the correctness of the algorithm, and showed how PCP2P automatically adapts to satisfy the required probabilistic guarantees. Extensive experimental evaluation with real and synthetic data confirm the efficiency, effectiveness and scalability of the algorithm, and its appropriateness for text collections with a wide range of characteristics.
Our future work focuses on applying the core idea of PCP2P, i.e., probabilistic filtering, to other clustering algorithms, both for distributed and centralized settings. Furthermore, we work towards a P2P IR method based on clustering, similar to [11, 16] , but now based on PCP2P, a truly distributed clustering infrastructure.
